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H I G H L I G H T S  
� MD are conducted to study the effect of FPs on mechanical properties of BCC iron. 





� Flow-stress of irradiated samples is larger due to the low fraction of HCP. 
� High velocity phase transition in region without damage leads to high ductility.  
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A B S T R A C T   
Tensile deformation behaviours of body-centred cubic (BCC) iron with varying number of point defects caused by 
particle bombardment at nanoscale have been investigated by using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The 
phase transition of BCC to face-centred cubic (FCC) structure is found in <100>/{100} oriented iron during the 
plastic deformation. Based on the simulation results, a simple model is proposed for understanding the transition 




]FCC, which is similar to the Pitsch orientation and 
experimental. But the crystallographic direction in this model is different from that in Pitsch orientation. In 
addition, the flow stress of the three damaged samples is slightly higher than that of the perfect sample because 
of the small fraction of hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structures in these samples. The ductility of the damaged 
sample with few point defects is higher than those of other damaged samples with many point defects due to the 
homogeneous phase transition in the sample.   
1. Introduction 
The mechanical properties, deformation behaviour and irradiation 
damage of iron is an interesting topic and have received considerable 
researches including the experiments [1–3], simulations [4,5] and 
theoretical studies [6,7]. Although the experiments are helpful for 
finding the significant phenomena, it is difficult to reveal the detailed 
mechanisms at nanoscale e.g., interaction between defects in bulk, ra-
diation damage before annealing stage and austenite transition. 
Contrarily, the atomistic simulations can provide an important insight 
into the deformation and failure mechanisms of the metals at the atomic 
time and length [8,9]. 
The plastic deformation in the BCC crystals can be affected by many 
parameters, such as strain rate, temperature, precipitate, and 
orientation [3,10]. Sainath et al. [11] explored the tensile deformation 
behaviour of the iron nanowires (NWs) with initial orientation of 
<100>/{100} by using MD simulations, where the NWs with cross 
section width in the range of 1.42 nm–24.27 nm were performed. The 
results showed that the deformation in <001> orientation is governed 
by twinning. However, the deformation mechanism of [110] oriented 
BCC iron is dislocation slip [12]. Besides, Healy and Ackland [13] found 
that the deformation mechanisms of BCC Fe single crystals are disloca-
tion glide in compressive and twinning in tensile condition by using MD 
simulation. 
In addition to dislocation slip and deformation twinning, structure 
transitions are also found, e.g. shock- and stress-induced solid-solid 
phase transitions [14–17]. The deformation of single BCC molybdenum 
NWs contains two parts: phase transition (BCC → FCC) in plastic 
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deformation, and structure changing from FCC structure to BCC struc-
ture until the failure occurred [18]. The process of phase transitions can 
be affected by many factors [19–22]. The uniaxial compression loading 
can decrease the deformation energy of transition in the FeNi alloys 
[20], while the energy increases with the enhanced uniaxial tensile 
stress [19]. Therefore, the velocity of phase transition should increase 
with increasing the compressive stress or decreasing the tensile stress. 
Sandoval et al. [23] investigated the phase transition in the BCC iron 
NWs at three tensile directions: <001>, <011>, and <111> axial 
crystal orientation. The results displayed that the phase transition in 
<001> oriented NWs follows the Nishiyama-Wassermann path: 
(111)FCC || (011)BCC and [112]FCC || [011]BCC [6,7]. In <011> and 
<111> oriented NWs, the transition pathway (BCC to HCP) is according 
to the Burgers path. Besides, other orientational relationship is also 
observed in Fe/Cu (001), which is called the Pitsch orientation [24]: 
(110)BCC || (001)FCC and [111]BCC || [110]FCC. This has experimentally 
been observed in tunneling microscopy investigations of Fe/Cu (001) 
[25]. This transition also been found in the shock-induced trans-
formation when the shock loading is along [111]BCC direction [26]. 
It is well known that the NWs have high surface area to volume ration 
and low defect density, which results in the twinning and dislocation 
emitting from the corner or edge of NWs [10–12]. The studies about the 
phase transition in the bulk BCC iron by MD simulation are rarely 
published. Yuan [27] explored the mechanical properties of bulk 
nanocrystalline BCC Fe by using MD simulation. The results indicated 
that the phase transition induced by tension stress was observed in the 
stacking-fault zone. But, the mechanism of the transition has not been 
described deeply. Besides, the researches mainly focus on the perfect 
metals without any damage. However, some materials serve under 
extreme environment such as high dose of fast neutrons irradiation (�
1 MeV). There are many kinds of defects in the materials caused by the 
particle bombardment at nanoscale including point-defects, clusters, 
dislocation, and collapse of lattice, etc. [28–31]. With increasing service 
time, the defects at nanoscale will evolve into damages, such as swelling, 
hardening, embrittlement, and void, which have a significant influence 
on the mechanical properties [32–35]. Therefore, the mechanism of 
deformation behaviours of BCC iron with defects should be studied. 
In this paper, the deformation mechanisms in BCC iron with different 
number of point defects at nanoscale was investigated by using MD 
simulation. Four samples experienced the particle bombardment under 
different time conditions are chosen: 0.0 ps (ps), 0.10 ps, 0.50 ps, and 3.0 
ps. Then the tensile simulation is carried out to find the effect of point 
defects caused by particle bombardment on the deformation behaviour. 
During the deformation, the phase transition is found, which can be 
affected by the point defects. Besides, a simple model is proposed based 
on the snapshots for describing the phase transitions in iron. 
2. Model and methods 
All the simulations are performed by utilizing the LAMMPS software 
package developed by Plimpton [36] at Sandia National Laboratories. 
The simulation box (142 Å � 142 Å � 285 Å) containing 500,000 atoms 
can be seen in Fig. 1. Periodic boundary conditions are applied along all 
three directions. The embedded atomic method (EAM) potential pro-
posed by Mendelev [37] is used for both particle bombardment simu-
lation and tension deformation simulation. The EAM potential contains 
ZBL potential EZBL [38], which can describe the short range and 
high-energy collision. According to the previous researches, the EAM 
potential is widely used to study the particle bombardment [39–42] and 
can be considered as the most reliable, since it predicts defect energies 
closest to ab initio value [43]. In addition, the EAM potential can also 
reproduce the BCC-FCC phase transition in the bulk iron single crystals 
[27]. The transformation energy in the EAM potential is in better 
agreement with the experimental or first-principles [37]. 
Before the bombardment simulation, the block is relaxed for 2.0 ps at 
300 K and 0 bars in isothermal-isobaric ensembles (NPT) followed by 
canonical ensemble (NVT) with a Nose-Hoover thermostat for the two 
simulations: particle bombardment and tension simulation. The time 
step is set to 0.01 fs (fs) for clarifying the instantaneous configurations 
due to the extremely short time of the bombardment [44]. The incidence 
direction of primary knock-on atom (PKA) is set in <010>/{010} di-
rection. Kinetic energy of the PKA is fixed to 5 keV and the PKA’s ve-
locity corresponding to this energy is about 1375.3 Å/ps. Three samples 
experienced varying degrees of bombardment and one perfect sample 
are chosen. The time of bombardment for the three damaged samples are 
set at 0.10 ps, 0.50 ps, and 3.0 ps, which results in different number of 
point defects in the iron at the PKA energy [45]. 
The results of bombardment simulation can be seen in Fig. 2. The 
final atomic configuration is analyzed by using a C code to search and 
count point defects according to the Wigner-Seitz cell method [46]: two 
(or three) atoms in the same cell corresponding to an interstitial; an 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the BCC iron model with initial orientation of 
<100>/{100}. 
Fig. 2. Variation of the FPs with time and the configurations of 
damaged region. 
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empty cell corresponding to a vacancy. Obviously, the number of 
Frenkel pairs (FPs) sharply increases in the collision stage due to the 
huge kinetic energy of PKA and then reaches the peak value in thermal 
spike stage (T ¼ 0.1 ps  → T ¼ 0.5 ps). In the first two stages, atoms in the 
damaged region vibrate in a large range due to the extra energy obtained 
from the PKA. The damaged region and point defects disappear quickly 
due to lots of interstitials-vacancies recombination in the quenching 
stage. After the particle bombardment simulation, the tensile deforma-
tion were performed at a strain rate of 1 � 108 s  1 along z-axis. Typical 
snapshots of atomic configuration are colored according to common 
neighbor analysis (CNA) method [47] or centro-symmetry parameter 
(CSP) [48] via using the OVITO software package [49]. Dislocation 
analysis are performed using Dislocation Extraction Algorithm (DXA) 
[50]. 
3. Results 
3.1. Stress-strain behaviours 
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the stress and strain for the 
four samples. Apparently, the tensile deformation of iron is character-
ized by initial elastic deformation with stress up to the first peak stress 
Fig. 3. Stress-strain curves for the four samples at temperature of 300 K.  
Fig. 4. Typical snapshots for the yielding, plastic deformation, and subsequent failure behaviours of three samples: (a) 0.5 ps sample; (b) perfect sample; (c) tension 
for <110>/{011} oriented iron. The colors correspond to point defects (green), BCC (blue), FCC (purple), HCP (red), and unknown (white) crystal structures. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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values followed by a drop in the flow stress. With increasing plastic 
deformation, the stress gradually increases in yielding stage and then 
reaches the secondary peak values. Subsequently, a noticeable decrease 
in the amplitude of flow stress can be seen in the figure. Then, the stress 
continuous to decrease until failure with further deformation. The 
strains at which yielding occur for the three damaged samples are 
smaller than that of the perfect sample. The flow stresses of the three 
damaged samples in the plastic regime are slightly larger than that of 
perfect sample. However, three damaged samples exhibit a significant 
and different behaviour in the ductility, e.g. the highest ductility of 3.0 
ps sample. 
3.2. Deformation behaviours under tensile loading 
According to the stress-strain behaviours, four samples can be sorted 
into two categories: “low ductility” (0.1 ps sample and 0.5 ps sample) 
and “high ductility” (3.0 ps sample and perfect sample). Consequently, 
Fig. 4 illustrates the atomic configurations including yielding, plastic 
deformation, and failure for the 0.5 ps and perfect samples. Obviously, 
the phase transition occurs in the <100>/{100} oriented model during 
the deformation. However, this phenomenon of phase transition has not 
been found in the BCC iron with initial orientation of <110>/{011}. 
From the DXA, the deformation mechanism of <110>/{011} oriented 
model is governed by full dislocation with a Burgers vector of 1/ 
2<111> (Fig. 4(c)), which conforms to the deformation mechanism of 
iron NWs with the same crystal orientation [12]. The number of point 
defects decrease for the three damaged samples with the increasing 
tensile strain in the elastic regime. The stress drops from the first peak 
value (6.5% strain in Fig. 3), which is associated with the FCC embryo 
formation in the damaged region of the three damaged samples and in 
the random region of the perfect sample. With increasing deformation, 
the steadily transition from BCC structure to FCC structure can be seen in 
the plastic regime (strain ¼ 13.99% in Fig. 4), which is similar to the 
phenomenon obtained in the nanocrystalline iron [27]. The difference of 
deformation behaviour between the low ductility sample and the high 
ductility sample is the fraction of FCC structure. In the high ductility 
sample, almost all BCC structures transform into FCC structures, espe-
cially for the perfect sample. The stress steeply decreasing from the 
second peak value (Fig. 2) is associated with the nucleation of crack 
(strain ¼ 16% in Fig. 4(a), strain ¼ 24% in Fig. 4(b)). Then, the FCC 
structures gradually transform into the initial structure (BCC) with the 
propagation of void. 
In order to understand the mechanism of phase transition, the crystal 
structures in all samples are analyzed by CNA and the results can be seen 
in Fig. 5. Obviously, the fraction of FCC structure for the 0.1 ps and 0.5 
ps samples increases with the increasing strain from 6% to 17%. While, 
the phase transition (from BCC to FCC) for the 3.0 ps and perfect samples 
takes place in a large range of strain (6%–24% strain). Moreover, the 
Fig. 5. Fraction of the three crystal structures (BCC, FCC, and HCP) as a function of tensile strain for the four samples: (a) 0.10 ps, (b) 0.50 ps, (c) 3.0 ps, and (d) 
perfect samples. 
Fig. 6. RDF curves contain three stages of the deformation for the perfect 
sample: elastic deformation (0%–7% strain), plastic deformation (7%–24% 
strain), and growth of void (24%–30% strain). 
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flow stress for the perfect samples is smaller than that of other three 
damaged samples due to the high fraction of HCP structure in the perfect 
sample. The HCP structure caused by slipping of partial dislocations in 
FCC structures can reduces the tensile stress. 
4. Discussion 
4.1. The mechanism of phase transition (BCC → FCC) 
The phenomenon of phase transition has been found in reference 
[27] by using the same potential and boundaries, but the mechanism has 
not been discussed in detail. For better understanding the mechanism of 
microstructure transition, the radial distribution functions (RDF) of the 
perfect samples is calculated and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The RDF 
curves are extracted from three stages of the deformation: elastic 
deformation, plastic deformation, and growth of void. It is evident that 
the transition is mainly concentrated on the nearest neighbor (nn) dis-
tance and third nn (blue line) distance of BCC structure. The BCC 
structures transform into FCC structures with gradually increasing the 
nearest neighbor distance (blue dashed line) and decreasing the third nn 
Fig. 7. (a) Snapshot for the 0.10 ps sample at 10.99% strain. The colors denote local atomic structure: BCC (blue), FCC (purple) and unknown structure (white); (b) A 
simple model for phase transition. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
Fig. 8. The process of void formation for the two samples: (a) 0.50 ps sample and (b) perfect sample. The atoms are colored according to the CNA: HCP (red), FCC 
(purple), and unknown structure (white and blue). The atoms in BCC structure and FCC structure are removed for clarity. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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distance (blue line) of BCC structures at the plastic regime (6%–17% 
strain). The changing of second nn distance is not apparent. From Fig. 5, 
we can find that 90% percentage of BCC structures change into FCC 
structures in the perfect sample at 24% strain. Meanwhile, the nearest 
neighbor distance of BCC structure becomes the nearest neighbor dis-
tance of FCC structure, as shown in the RDF curves at 24% strain. Be-
sides, the combination of second nn distance and third nn distance of 
BCC structure can be seen clearly and the value is about 3.8 Å. The FCC 
structures gradually transform into BCC structures with increasing strain 
when the crack occurs, which results in the same RDF curves at 30% 
strain and 0% strain. 
According to the obtained RDF curves and the atomic configurations, 
a simple model for the phase transition is proposed, as exhibited in 
Fig. 7. It is obvious that the mechanism of phase transition in the BCC 
iron is different from that in BCC iron NWs [23]. The transition (BCC →  
FCC) path for the iron NWs preferably follows the 
Nishiyama-Wassermann path: (111)FCC || (011)BCC and [112]FCC || 
[011]BCC [6,7]. In Fig. 7(a), the black and red squares in the snapshot 
denote the (110)BCC plane and (100)FCC plane, respectively. The green 
solid lines correspond to the [100] direction in the BCC crystal. The 
entire transition is visualized in two steps, as shown in Fig. 7(b). In the 
first step, the BCC unit cells are rotated about 8� around the coordinate 
axis (y-axis in the figure). The (110)BCC planes transform into the 
(100)FCC planes, which is similar to the Pitsch orientation [24], the 
experimental results [25], and the shock-induced transition [26]. But, 
the crystallographic direction in this model is different from that in 




]FCC in this model, [111]BCC || 
[110]FCC in Pitsch orientation. The nearest neighbor distance of BCC 
structures transforms into nearest neighbor distance of FCC structures, 
which can be seen from the RDF curves in Fig. 6 (0% strain and 24% 
strain). The second step consists of an orthogonal expansion and 
contraction (red solid arrows) in order to obtain the regular FCC crystal 
structure. In this step, the second nn distance of BCC structure increases 
and the third nn distance decreases (24% strain in Fig. 6). Finally, the 
second nn distance is equal to third nn distance and becomes the second 
nn distance of FCC structure. 
4.2. Failure behaviours in BCC iron 
The failure behaviours for low ductility samples (0.1 ps and 0.5 ps) 
and high ductility samples (3.0 ps and perfect) are discussed in this 
section. Fig. 8 shows the atomic configurations of failure region for the 
0.50 ps and perfect samples. The stacking-faults in 0.5 ps sample (Fig. 8 
(a)) caused by the sliding of partial dislocations is on (111) plane, which 
makes it possible that region 1 (green dashed triangle) is a Burgers 
vector (partial dislocation in FCC structure) higher than the other re-
gions along [101] direction. With increasing strain (10.19% strain), the 
stacking-faults gradually disappear because the region 1 continuous to 
move along [101] direction. At the same time, the formation of stacking- 
faults on (111) plane results in region 2 (white dashed triangle) a Bur-
gers vector higher than the other region along [101] direction. The re-
gion 3 becomes lowest along the [101] direction due to the fact that 
region 1 and region 2 continue to move along [101] direction with the 
increasing strain. The void in the upper of region 3 at the 15.89% strain 
is generated by the alternating interaction between two unparalleled 
stacking-faults. For the perfect sample (Fig. 8(b)), most of initial BCC 
structure transforms into FCC structure at the 23.7% strain. The multiple 
stacking-faults are formed by the partial dislocations emission. The 
mechanism of void formation is that the adjacent and parallel stacking- 
faults (solid green line in (111) planes) are intersected at the third 
stacking-faults (green dashed line) to destroy the configuration of the 
third stacking-faults (23.7%–24.13% strain). 
4.3. Particular deformation behaviours for the 3.0 ps sample 
From Figs. 2 and 5, we can find that the ductility and the fraction of 
FCC structure of 3.0 sample are larger than that of other damaged 
samples. Moreover, the flow stress of 3.0 ps sample is also slightly higher 
than that of perfect sample. To understand this phenomenon thor-
oughly, we compare the deformation behaviours of the 3.0 ps sample 
with 0.5 ps sample. Fig. 9 exhibits the variation of the number of atoms 
in FCC structures with the step in the damaged region after FCC struc-
ture generating. Obviously, the number of atoms sharply increases, and 
then reaches the peak values. Besides, the number of atoms at points A 
and B are larger than that at the points C and D, respectively, which 
means that the velocity of FCC formation for 0.5 ps sample is larger than 
the velocity for 3.0 ps sample due to lots of point defects in the damaged 
region of 0.5 ps sample. Therefore, the stress concentration is high in the 
other region (without particle bombardment) of 3.0 ps sample due to the 
Fig. 9. Variation of FCC atoms after the FCC structures nucleation in the 
damaged region with the step for two samples. The configurations of A, B, C, 
and D represent the points A, B, C and D on the curves and purple colors 
correspond to FCC structure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
Fig. 10. Relationship between the number of FCC atoms with strain in the 
other region (without particle bombardment: dashed ellipses in the two snap-
shots) of the two samples: 0.5 ps and 3.0 ps samples. Atoms in BCC structure are 
removed for clarity and purple atoms stand for the FCC structure. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the Web version of this article.) 
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small number of FCC atoms in the damaged region. With further 
deformation, the velocity of FCC formation in other region (without 
particle bombardment) for 3.0 sample is larger than that for 0.5 ps 
sample, as exhibited in Fig. 10. Clearly, the slope (velocity of FCC for-
mation) in the other region for the 3.0 ps sample is higher than the slope 
for 0.5 ps sample. 
The high velocity of FCC formation for 3.0 sample in the other 
regime (without particle bombardment) leads to two phenomena. 
Fig. 11 displays the configuration of FCC structure in other region for 0.5 
and 3.0 samples. The first one is that the thickness of region 1 and region 
2 in the other region of the 3.0 sample (Fig. 11(b)) is larger than that in 
0.5 sample (8.41% strain in Fig. 11(a)). The second one is that the 
appearance of stacking-faults in FCC structure for the 3.0 sample in the 
region 2 is faster than that of the 0.5 ps sample at the same strain (8.41% 
strain in Fig. 11 (b)). The combination of the two regions leads to the 
formation of two parallel stacking-faults in the 3.0 ps sample (black 
dashed rectangles at 8.59% strain in Fig. 11(b)). It is easy that a single 
stacking-fault crosses another stacking-faulting, which can be seen at the 
12.99% strain in Fig. 8(a). However, it is difficult that two parallel 
stacking-faults (black dashed rectangles at 9.39% strain in Fig. 11(b)) 
cross other two parallel stacking-faults (green dashed rectangles) due to 
the fact that it makes the region 3 to be double Burgers vector (partial 
dislocation in FCC structure) higher than the region 2 along the [101] 
direction. Therefore, with the further deformation, most of the BCC 
structures transforms into FCC structures for the 3.0 ps and perfect 
samples (Fig. 5(c) and (d)) due to the high stress concentration caused 
by the interaction of multiple stacking-faults. In brief, the formation of 
void for the 0.10 ps and 0.50 ps samples mainly due to the interaction of 
stacking-faults. While, it is difficult to generate the void in the 3.0 ps and 
perfect samples due to the interaction of multiple stacking-faults, which 
result in the homogeneous transition in the two samples. 
5. Conclusion 
In summary, detailed MD simulations are performed to investigate 
the effect of point defects caused by particle bombardment on defor-
mation behaviour and phase transitions under tensile loading in bulk 
BCC iron. From these simulations, the following results can be 
concluded: 
● The tensile deformation was characterized by initial elastic defor-
mation followed by yielding, plastic deformation and failure by the 
void formation sequentially. The flow stress for the three damaged 
samples is larger than that of perfect sample due to small fraction of 
HCP structure in the perfect sample.  
● The plastic deformation is governed by phase transition mechanism 
in all samples, which contains two steps, as discussed in section 4.1. 
Based on the simulation results, a simple model is proposed for 
describing the phase transition.  
● Fewer defects in the 3.0 ps sample bulk can slightly increase the flow 
stress, as well as the ductility. The main reason is that fewer defects 
in the damaged region will lead to more homogeneous phase tran-
sition in the other region (without particle bombardment), which 
results in multiple stacking-faults released in the other FCC region. 
Thus, it is difficult to form the void in the 3.0 ps and perfect samples 
because of the multiple interaction between stacking faults. 
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